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eptember is gone! In the usual Tai Po way, we had a lot going on in the month. Thank you for all the
unforgettable memories.
District Training
I participated in several trainings provided by the
District such as the IT Workshop and PI Seminar to
enhance my knowledge on Rotary as a President for
leading the club with the effective use of the online
reporting system. The PI Seminar also let me know
more techniques on how to promote Rotary and take
Action Photos to provide impact to others.

International Peace Night 2019
This event was held on 21 September at Regal
Kowloon Hotel. The District had invited more than 12
Consulate Generals from different countries to
attend and had their permission to be interviewed by
the Interactors / Rotaractors / Rotarians.

It was a very meaningful event with sufficient
interaction between the Consul and the participants.
The highlight of the evening was the catwalk fashion
show at the last session by presenting the fashion of
the country. It was an eye-opening experiences with
models dressing up in the costumes of different
countries.
Planning
We had conducted fruitful meetings with Social
Welfare Department to plan for a new community
services project ‘Wish Wagon’

Visit to Our Sister Club in Taipei 
Our busy and fun packed events have never stopped
since our annual ball in June. We had a big trip to visit
our sister club, Rotary Club of Taipei, together with
our baby club RC Central. Our VP Wilson Woo led the
team with the support from PP Peter, PP Tsubaki, PP
Frankie, PP Wilson and their family members. A big
thanks to PP Pearl, our International Services Vice
Chair, for organizing such an enjoyable
and memorable event.

October 2019 will be another super busy month full
of programs and events. I look forward to having
more laughter and enjoyment with you all

S
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EDITOR
SAYS

O ne phrase always pops up in American novels: “I let it pass.” Often, one person
has said something which the protagonist wishes to rebut or clarify or talk back; but
after assessing the circumstances, he thinks better of it, lets that phrase be the last
line and thereby ends the conversation.

Sometimes “letting it pass” may be the best tactic. In the face of major issues of
principle and cardinal questions of right and wrong, one has to stand firm.
However, when dealing with people who are slow witted and thick-headed; and
some even outright provocative, any further discourse would not elicit anything
constructive and it is useless to engage in simply a war of words with them. The
thing to do is “agree to disagree” and not waste any more of one’s breath.

More often than not, the dispute may simply be a display of personal
sentiment. A casual or random utter might inadvertently get on
someone’s nerves. Then one speaks out and the other retaliates.
Coupled with the use of unfriendly tone from both sides, the
conversation may escalate to heated argument and the situation worsens

September is the month when most RCTP members celebrate their birthdays, inclusive of yours truly. In
the past month, Peter Lam led by having his birthday on 1st September; and what he wished for is Peace
and Harmony. I was inspired to have a similar wish, particularly in the current unsettled circumstances.
Some might query: Peace is pretty vague and something rather hard to reach! Yes, that is exactly why it
makes a perfect birthday wish. Every war or unrest, no matter between countries, or among different
‘factions’ of the same society, there is bound to be casualty. War of religion, of gender, of political
stance, of system and approaches…. Recent upheavals have really pierced our hearts as the damage is
almost beyond salvage! Apart from physical destructions, there are broken relationship, mental strains,
ruined economy … I am not sure how and when the current dire circumstances will end, but if all parties

There is no permanent friendship and similarly, no absolute enemy. This is
especially so with the fickle world of politics. I hope for World Peace; and I wish
for a peaceful Hong Kong. There is never a more appropriate time to live our
former Rotary Theme of PDG Kenneth’s year “Peace Through Service”!

quickly. From what I have read in novels, “let it pass” is often used against those in power, like, bosses,
wives, the abusive or those with weapons … No matter what they say, how cynical they are, how
unreasonable they are … the aggrieved protagonist would assess the situation and then hold his tongue
and let it pass. But then, very often, it is this way of handling the conversation or indeed the situation
that salvages the matter and the relationship.

can let it pass and concentrate on mending the broken relationship, there may be a
chance for recovery.
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ROTARYSome ‘Famous Firsts’ in Rotary

Information from The ABCs of Rotary & article from PP Herbert Lau, Rotary China Historian (Jan. 2015)

-The first Rotary Club: Chicago, Illinois, United States of America. 
-The first meeting of the first Rotary Club: 23 February 1905 
-The first President of the first Club: Silvester Schiele, a coal dealer. 
-The first Rotary emblem: a wagon wheel adopted in 1906.           
-The first community service project: Chicago Rotarians installed a public “comfort station” outside the City Hall, in 1907, worth 

US$20,000. 
-The first regular Club luncheon meeting: Oakland, California, U.S.A, in 1909. 
-The first united body of Rotary Clubs: the National Association of Rotary Clubs in America formed in 1910. 
-The first President of the National Association of Rotary Clubs: Paul P. Harris, the Founder of Rotary, 1910-1912. 
-The first President of Rotary International from Europe: Sydney W. Pascal, of London, England, in 1931. 
-The first President of Rotary International from the Southern Hemisphere: Armando de Arruda Pereira, 1940-1941, of Sao 

Paulo, Brazil. 
-The first Chinese director of Rotary International: Dr. Fong Foo-Sec (鄺富灼博士), of Shanghai, Republic of China, 1933-1934. 
-The first Chinese representative to Council on Legislation of Rotary International: Dr. Fong Foo-Sec (鄺富灼博士), of Shanghai, 

Republic of China, at Detroit, U.S.A., in 1934. 
-The first Chinese district governor of Rotary International: Dr. Chengting Thomas Wang (王正廷博士), 1935-1936, of Shanghai, 

Republic of China. 
-The first Chinese Vice-President of Rotary International: Dr. Chengting Thomas Wang (王正廷博士), 1945-1946, of Chungking, 

Republic of China. 
-The first Chinese President of Rotary International: Dr. Gary C. K. Huang (黄其光博士), 2014-2015, of Taipei, Taiwan. 
-The first Club organized outside the United States: Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, in 1910. 
-The first Club organized on the South American Continent: Montevideo, Uruguay, in 1918. 
-The first Club organized outside America: Dublin, Ireland, in 1911. 
-The first Club organized outside English-speaking countries: Havana, Cuba, in 1916. 
-The first Club organized in Asia: Manila, The Philippine Islands, in 1919. 
-The first Club organized in Continental Europe: Madrid, Spain, in 1920. 
-The first Club organized in Africa: Johannesburg, Union of South Africa, in 1921. 
-The first Club organized in Australia: Melbourne, in 1921. 
-The first Rotary headquarters: opened in 1910 in the Calumet Building in Chicago, U.S.A.
-The first Rotary Convention: in August 1910, in Chicago, U.S.A. 
-The first head of state to address a Rotary International Convention was United States President Warren G. Harding in 1923 at

St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A. 
-The first Rotary Convention held outside North America: Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1921. 
-The first Rotary Convention held in Latin America: Havana, Cuba, in 1940. 
-The first Rotary Convention held in the Southern Hemisphere: Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1948. 
-The first Rotary Convention held in Asia: Tokyo, Japan, in 1961. 
-The first Rotary Convention held in China: Taipei, Taiwan, in 1994. 
-The first Regional Conference: the Pacific Regional Conference in Honolulu, Hawaii, in 1926. 
-The first District Conference held in the Republic of China (中華民國): The 81st District held in Shanghai, hosted by Shanghai 

Rotary Club (上海扶輪社) in 1936, District Governor Dr. Chengting Thomas Wang (王正廷博士) 
-The first District Conference held in Hong Kong: The 96th District (South China) held in Hong Kong, hosted by Hong Kong 

Rotary Club (香港扶輪社) in 1948, District Governor Dr. Li Shu-Fan (李樹芬醫生) (Hong Kong). 
-The first District Conference held in Macao: The 57th District (South China) held in Macao, hosted by Macau Rotary Club (澳門

扶輪社) in 1951, District Governor Pedro Guimaraes Lobato (Macau).

Some ‘Famous Firsts’ in Rotary
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Peter Lam
Regular Club meetingsRegular Club meetingsRegular Club meetings

Welcome PP Koji and 09 President Ampo and Rtn. “Mandarin”
Chris from sister club RC Taipei at 19 October 2009 meeting in
KCC Pavilion.

Youth Night meeting Oct. 2011 at Royal Plaza Hotel with
Interactors and Principal Samuel Cheng, Ms. Andra Ng and
Wong Sir from TTCA. Tsubaki san was our President that year.

An informal dinner meeting after Board Meeting at Mariners
Club at Tsimshatsui 25 Jul. 2016 . . . the venue was a bit
hastily arranged after we were told at last minute that our
usual venue at KCC was not available . . .

That’s how it all started: Delegates from RCMSL first visit to
our club meeting at Royal Garden Hotel 14 Jul. 2014. Thanks
PP Pearl for the connection!

Our club was honoured to
host the dinner meeting for
our district to welcome
visiting Rotaract delegation
from District 2650 (Fukui,
Kyoto, Nara & Shiga) 27 Mar.
2011. The venue was Royal
Plaza Hotel in Mongkok
which used to be our regular
meeting venue for several
years from 2008-2012.

2016

2011

2009

2011

2014
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Congratulations Grand parents
Claire Mak

 Meet 3 of our members who are elevated to 
Grandparents in the recent months. 

Daughter of Toby and Joanna;
granddaughter of Pearl Dang and Alan. 

Son of Jasper and Renatta;
grandson of Jacky Sung and Cynthia. 

Son of Rachel and Kin;
grandson of Dennis Lo and Lancy. 

宋祉祐宋祉祐宋祉祐宋祉祐

Isabella Maeve ALLEN

Oliver Sung

Kian Li 李希譽李希譽李希譽李希譽

born in June 2019 

born in September 2019

born in September 2019
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s many of you will know, Alan and I
had the joy of becoming grandparents
for the first time this Summer. Isabella
Maeve Allen (nicknamed Sibi) arrived
almost two weeks early on a sunny
afternoon on 8 June 2019. Sibi was
delivered naturally in water as planned,
in a town named Frome in South West
England. Sibi arrived as a perfect
package, she was a decent 2.8kg and
was feeding well enough to go home
the same evening.

Shortly after Sibi was born, with
much excitement and anticipation,
Alan and I travelled to the UK to
meet our granddaughter in person
and to give the new family of three
a helping hand. Our son, Kevin, also
travelled from Japan to meet us
which meant that we were able to
spend some quality time as a
family. We fell in love with Sibi the

In the two months I was staying in the UK, I
had the pleasure of watching Sibi grow every
day. Fond memories of young motherhood
came flooding back from some 30 years ago. I
can vividly recall all those sleepless nights and
exciting baby milestones. It was wonderful to
be reminded of how quickly newborns
develop new skills and how their features can
change so much in such a short space of time.
In a blink of an eye, Sibi is now four months
old and she has recently discovered the joys
of giggling, babbling and squealing in delight.

A

moment we saw her. Sibi is a very smiley and sociable baby, who is very curious with an easy-going personality. She
rarely made a fuss apart from whenever she was hungry but she definitely has a mischievous streak like her parents!
At 6 weeks old, Sibi had already started to smile and interact with familiar faces, charming everyone she sees. Sibi
made my heart melt whenever I was with her, it was an experience like no other and I will cherish this forever.
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During my stay, Sibi and I shared many
experiences together: we enjoyed intimate
moments of bottle time, bath time and
bedtime lullabies, as well as anxious moments
such as getting Sibi’s first vaccinations. We
enjoyed the unusual Summer heat waves,
basking in the heat, travelling to local places
of interests to sight-see, cities for shopping
and seaside towns further afield for walks and
extended family visits.

Padstow, Cornwall

Muddeford, Christchurch Somerset Lavender Fields

Being a Grandmother is the greatest joy
of my life! I look forward to seeing Sibi
again and I am saving my hugs and kisses
for her for our next meeting.

Next stop, Tokyo: for the arrival of
grandchild number two, due January
2020.

Frome Market

Padstow, Cornwall

Somerset Agricultural Show

Frome town
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President Sandy Cheung, 
Interact Club of Taipo Schools

International Understanding Trip 2019

am delighted to join the International
Understanding Trip 2019. It was successfully
held during 7th to 11th August. I would like
to thank our mother club, Rotary Club of Tai
Po to sponsor this trip.

In these few days, there were lots of unforgettable moments. For example, we had a deep talk and
played group games at night. Although we came from different schools and at different ages, I feel like
there was no generation gaps between us. We all have a pleasant time. Not only the unforgettable
moments, but also the famous Osaka attractions impressed me. We visited several places such as Osaka
Tenmangu Shrine, Universal Studios, etc.

I had a wonderful time with Osaka people. It is meaningful to have a
chance that we can discuss about the difference of our cultures.

I
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To conclude, I learnt about Japanese culture and improved my communication skills
in this meaningful trip. Hopefully, I am able to join another International
understanding trip again in the future.

Last but not least, this is my first time to exchange with Osaka interactors. To be honest, I feel hard to
communicate with them at first since most of them were not good at English. However, we figured it out
by using other methods, such as adding body languages during communication. I think it is more
important to be sincere and try our best to break the language barrier.
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Regular Meeting with speaker, Consul General of the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea Jang Song Choi on the topic “Unveiling North Korea”

23 September 2019

Alaric Yim and William Yim

n the 23rd of September, a regular meeting of our club invited the Consul General of the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea Jang Song Choi to give a talk. The topic was “Unveiling North Korea”. The meeting took place at Choi Fook Royal
Banquet Hall at Tsim Sha Tsui East. We had more than 100 guests, of which 35 of them were from SME association. Our baby
club, mother club and many other club members also joined the event.

O

Fellowship began at 6:30 pm, when we welcomed our
guests and gave thanks to Desmond and Michael of Rotary
Club of Hong Kong North, who persuaded Mr. Jang to take
his precious time off to speak to us that night and tell us
more about his home town, which many of us don't know
much about.

PP William then gave an introduction of speaker Mr. Jang. Mr. Jang joined
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of DPRK in 1995. In 2005-2007 he was a
researcher at the Institute for Disarmament and Peace of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. In 2007-2011 Mr. Jang worked at the DPRK Embassy in
London. He has been appointed to his current post in Hong Kong in April
2012.

At the beginning of the meeting, our member Wilson Woo who was the MC
of the night announced the start of the meeting. Then President KF gave a
report on club activities. After that, our member Danny gave an introduction
of our club and our service projects so as to give the speaker and new
friends a better understanding of Rotary and our club. Hopefully, they can
become our members, too.
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Mr. Jang began his talk where he gave very detailed descriptions of DPRK, especially its natural reserves and views. He also
mentioned that foreign investment in the country was very welcomed. After his presentation, over 10 questions were asked
by the audience, including the following:
1. For investment, how can money be taken back? And 

through which bank?
2. What kind of business are encouraged and what not?
3. How about business relating to energy, will there be 

any obstacle?
4. What is the best currency to bring along when 

travelling to DPRK? Is credit card or e-payment (e.g. 
Alipay, WeChat payment) well accepted?

5. Are there any restrictions in foreigners buying Korean 
People’s Won KPW, or generally known as North Korea 
Won? Are they free to repatriate funds out of the 
country?

6. What are the plans to incentivize foreign investors to 
DPRK and what are the industries that the Government 
is focusing on to attract them to invest into DPRK?

Mr. Jang gave elaborate answers to the questions. It was indeed an exciting Q&A session. PP Wilson Lam gave a vote of
thanks to Consul General Jang.
We took the opportunity to celebrate the birthdays of those born in September. Afterwards, every guest was given a lucky
draw raffle ticket. Big thanks to Natalie for arranging the raffle prizes. PE Michelle of RC Shenzhen was very lucky, having won
4 prizes amongst herself and her club members, the highest number of prizes in one table.

All in all it was a wonderful, informative and successful
meeting. I would like to give special thanks to the following
who made this event so successful. They are President KF, PP
Natalie, PP Wilson Lam, Wanda, Danny, Wilson Woo, Bebe, PP
William, PP Michael and Desmond.

7. Are there any plans to build a stock exchange in DPRK in the near future and if not, why?
8. Is it possible to apply for DPRK citizenship?
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Rotaryanne Mary Hung

Fujian Tour 
泉州泉州泉州泉州、、、、廈門廈門廈門廈門、、、、漳州三日遊漳州三日遊漳州三日遊漳州三日遊

Thanks to the great efforts and meticulous arrangements of the Shea family, we had a fun-filled
visit to Fujian with a group of dear Rotary Shares’ past president friends from Area 6 led by their
headmaster PDG Peter Wong, AG Claire Mak, DAG Wendy Lee.

The “eat, drink, play and enjoy Xiamen” 「吃、喝、玩、樂遊廈門」 tour began on September 27.

On arrival at Zhangzhou, we were greeted by a local tour guide Siu Lou. We took a 2.5 hours’
minibus ride through winding and bumpy narrow mountain road to the first tourist stop to see the
world’s cultural heritage Fujian Tulou landmark – the Tianluokeng Tulou cluster (田螺坑土楼群) .
The cluster consists of 3 round earth buildings and one oval shape earth building, figuratively
nicknamed “four dishes with a soup”「四菜⼀湯」.

A tulou (“earth building”) is a unique architecture found only in the mountainous areas bordering Fujian and Guangdong in
southern China. The earth building is an enclosed building, usually square or circular in shape, with a very thick earth wall (up to
6 feet thick) and wooden skeletons, from three to five storeys high, housing up to 80 families. These earth buildings have only
one entrance with gun holes at top levels for defence against bandits. Some of them are more than 700 years old and have
survived centuries of natural elements, including earthquakes. There are more than 35,000 earth buildings in southern China,
amongst them a little over 3,000 have been classified as Fujian Tulou. On 7 July 2008, UNESCO inscribed the Tianluokeng Tulou
cluster as one of 46 Fujian Tulou World Heritage Sites. We also visited the oldest “Mother of Tulou” named Yuchang Building 裕
昌楼 built in the Yuan Dynasty in 1308.
Lastly, we visited the Taxia Village (塔下村) located in (南靖縣) and known as Southern Zhouzhang「閩南周莊」. There are 23
stone dragon flagpoles each above 10 metres high in front of the Zhang’s family temple – Deyuan Hall. I feel like being in the
“Xanadu”.

Our journey started with taking the high
speed train from Kowloon Station at 8.45 am. It was a sunny day and
the first time I took the high speed rail. I must say it was a very
enjoyable experience. It was a very scenic and smooth train ride. It
took us about 3.5 hours from Kowloon Station to Zhangzhou (漳州)
with 6 stops in between. I think it is better than taking a plane.

After visiting the
village, we had
“farmhouse”
cuisine ( 農 家 菜 )
dinner around 6
pm after which we
took another 3
hours’ ride to
Quanzhou (泉州).
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On arrival at Quanzhou, we checked in at the Wanda Vista Hotel, one of the best 6-stars hotels in Quanzhou. The lobby’s deco
was pretty impressive. Most of us were very tired so we retired to bed and had a good night rest.
Day 2
After a big breakfast, our first tourist stop is to visit the Kaiyuan Temple (
開元寺), a national key cultural relics protection unit, the Baizhu Hall (百柱
殿) and currently China’s highest stone pagoda (石塔), the East and West
Towers (東⻄塔), the Tang Dynasty Buddha statues (唐朝御賜佛像)，and
listen to the beautiful legends of (桑莲法界)。
In the complex of the Kaiyuan Temple, there is a Maritime Museum, where
saw an ancient wreck which was used to transport goods between China
and the Middle East. The temple was surrounded by huge banyan trees
and the oldest one is over 800 years. There is also a mulberry tree which
had been certified as the oldest mulberry tree in the world.
After visiting the Museum, we had a sumptuous lunch with lots of local dishes which we have never tried before. After lunch,
we walked to the Islamic Mosque which was one of the first mosques in Quanzhou catered for merchants from the Middle East.

We then visited Qingyuan Mountain (清源山), a mountain full of culture and history and China’s 5A
scenic spot. Amongst the best relics preserved here is the Stone Statue of Lao Tze, a most eye-
catching one and the biggest Taoism stone statue in China, located at the foot of the west peak of
Qingyuan Mountain. It was engraved in the 10th century out of a gigantic natural rock. The 5.63.

We visited the Quanzhou South Shaolin (泉州南少林)
also known as Zhenguo Dongchan Temple (鎮國東禪
寺) and commonly known as South Shaolin, located
in the eastern foot of Qingyuan, Quanzhou (泉州清源
山東麓) built in the Tang Dynasty and flourished in
the Song Dynasty. It has been in existence for
thousands of years and has experienced several
times of prosperity but historical sites still exist.
South Shaolin Temple is the birthplace and has a
long history of martial arts.

meters high, 8.01 meters wide and 6.85 meters thick Lao Tze
stone statue was sitting on the ground, dressed in a priest
frock, the left foot stood up a bit, while the right foot bent in
front of his body. He has no pupils, yet people can feel his
sight. Why such a sage has eyeballs but no pupils? Maybe it
is because “Genuine music is often hardly audible. Great
image is often invisible. True words often need no debates.
A man of great wisdom often appears slow-witted.” Deep
insights equal to no sight.
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Day 3

After a big breakfast and hotel checkout, we visited the oldest and
best-established Islamic shrine in China (Qingjing Temple). It is
the earliest Islamic temple in the country with Arabic architecture.
Qingjing Temple is a historical testimony of the friendly exchanges
and cultural exchanges between China and people of all countries.
It is also an important historical site of Quanzhou’s overseas
transportation.

Lingshan Holy Tomb (靈山聖墓)
In Ming Dynasty, He Qiaoyuan’s Sui Shu records 何喬遠《閩書》: During
the Tang Wude 唐武德 years, Muhammad sent four sages to China and
they had preached in Guanzhou, Yangzhou and Quanzhou respectively.
The sage who preached in Quanzhou was buried in Lingshan after his
death. The current existing two tombs are juxtaposed. The tomb cover
is carved with granite and is 3 meter high. The stone pillars in the
corridor are like woven ribs. The ancient architectural experts call it
prismatic columns, typical of Tang Dynasty architecture.
After touring the Lingshan Holy Tomb, we have another local and
delicious lunch in Xiamen.

It’s time to burn out some calories after a big meal and so we
visited the world’s most beautiful coastal road, Huandao Road (環
島路). The Hulishan Fort (胡里山砲台) was built in the 17th year of
Qing Guangxu (AD 1891), completed in the 22nd year of Guangxu
Emperor (AD 1896), with a total area of   over 70,000 square meters
and a castle area of   22,000 square meters. The structure of the fort
is semi-bunker and semi-urban, with European style and
architectural charm in the Ming and Qing Dynasties in China.
Historically, it is known as「八閩門戶、天南鎖鑰」。

After a long day sight-seeing, we
had dinner at 悅來酒家。Yum –
local and delicious dishes.

We then headed to China’s first bay Dashiqiao (海
灣大石橋), the Luoyang Bridge (洛陽橋) which is
known as the “first bridge in the sea”. It was built
in 1053 and is considered to be one of the oldest
bridges in China. It is a famous ancient cross-sea
beam type stone bridge (跨海梁式石構橋).

After having spent 3 fun-filled days, we took the high speed rail from Xiamen back to Hong Kong arriving around 9.39 pm.
Lastly, I must extend my heartiest gratitude to PP Armstrong, Rita and their lovely daughters for all the planning without which
we would not have such an enjoyable trip to Fujian.

After dinner, we had a casual and
yet warm birthday celebration for
PP Claire and PP Armstrong’s
daughter, Sara at Armstrong
gorgeous palatial home.
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olf fellowship with sister club used to be one
highlight of our trip to Taipei as both RC Taipei and
our club used to have many golfers. Now the number
of golfers in both clubs has reduced significantly but
our remaining keen golfers PPs Peter, Tsubaki and
Frankie were glad to have two friendly games during
this trip. In fact, on Sunday, RC Taipei organized a visit
to a tea plantation area which was the project site of a
global grant project which our club had supported.
Our main group led by VP Wilson Woo, PP Pearl and
PP Wilson Lam only arrived Sunday late afternoon so

The welcome dinner with sister clubs was held on Sunday night at the Sherwood Hotel. We were glad to meet up
with many old friends from RC Taipei, RC Taipei Diamond as well as delegates from RC Macau (sister club of RC
Taipei). Tsubaki san was glad to meet some of his Japanese friends from RC Kyoto and we also made some new
friends from RC Bangkok, one of them is in fact from Hong Kong! RC Taipei arranged all sister clubs to give
remarks and exchange gifts during this welcome dinner. Our club had in fact given two remarks, one by PP Peter
and another one by VP Wilson as VP Wilson had to rush from the airport and arrived later so PP Peter did a first
one before he arrived! RC Macau and our club played a big part in entertaining the guests as both our club
members like Ron, Creamy, Frankie were very active to sing their favourite songs and PP Pearl’s Japanese song
sang with a Japanese Rotarian also drew great applause!

The second golf game on Monday was in fact not a formal sister club activity but a special request by Tsubaki to
our good friend PP Ampo Tsai; so only 4 of us played. It was held at our familiar and well known大溪 golf club
which used to be venue of our previous golf tournaments.

G

they did not join. For the first game on Sunday, there were 5 players from RC Taipei and other clubs and we were
glad to meet a very friendly guy Rtn. Tea from RC Taipei who is originally from Guangzhou (Canton) and so he
speaks our same mother tongue Cantonese. It was a very lucky day for Peter who made his first “Eagle” score (2
strokes in a Par 4 hole) during this game! The game was followed by a big lunch feast at the golf club house and
afterwards, it was very nice of PP Furniture (David Lin) to take our three golfers to body massage back in the city.
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Rotary Club of Taipei 71st Charter Night
Wilson Woo

First time serving as a VP and attending the 71st Charter Ball of RC Taipei on 7th of October, I am glad
to share my joyful and wonderful experience with you. Last year I attended their 70th Charter Dinner
and I can tell that the Club is prestigious, extraordinary and energetic with a long history and
tradition. They were truly a great host and I enjoyed my time there immensely. That’s why I invited my
better half to join me this time. It would be a great opportunity for her to experience another aspect of
Rotary world.
We were divided into two groups and the delegations
arrived Taipei separately. PP Peter, PP Tsubaki San, PP
Wilson, Wanda, PP Frankie and Creamy had arrived on
5th October and, together with PP Ron and Alice who
were already in Taipei, attended the Annual Ball of Rotary
Club of Taipei Diamond. The rest of us including PP

Thanks PP Wilson for his great recommendation, we visited a restaurant called “小李子清粥小菜” after
the welcome dinner. It serves congees and typical Taiwanese light supper. The “Stinky Tao Fu” was very
appealing. As I can remember, we had encored at least 4 times.

This year, the Charter Ball was held at Grand Hyatt Taipei. You may know that President Ariele is the first
female President in RC Taipei. Thus, the 71st Anniversary has a very special meaning to their club. Of
course, our club already had our female President long long time ago. Don’t tell me you don’t know
who she is!!! May I give you some interesting information about RC Taipei? The club was found in 1948.
Today, she has about 70 members, 13 sister clubs and 15 baby clubs.

Pearl, Alan, Joanna and I, had arrived on
6th October. We missed the great party of
RC Taipei Diamond but it was my great
honor to present the souvenir and
contribution to President Ariele of RC
Taipei at our welcome dinner. It definitely
was the highlight of this trip!
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On behalf of President KF, it’s my honor to
be at the head table together with President
Ariele and other distinguished guests
including President of RC Bangkok,
President-elect of RC Kyoto and other
district leaders. PP Ampo had done a great
job with having such a successful Charter
Ball.

Their service project “Rotary & Music with Love” is impressive. I have to say they “connect” well with the
community, the service partner and their club through music. They serve the target kids by teaching
them music to build up their confidence.

PP Karen and PE Alex from RC Central attended the
Charter Ball as well. After the Charter Ball, PP Jeffery
and PP Furniture led us to another party for singing and
drinking. Glad to have PP Wilson, PP Frankie and
Creamy there, otherwise....
The last activity was the Farewell Lunch. President Ariele
and PE Philip treated us and RC Macau in a Japanese
Restaurant. Not only was the lunch delicious, their
hospitality was fantastic. They took good care of us for
more than three days. Once again, I have to thank
President Ariele and members of RC Taipei for their kind
and great reception. This trip was delightful. Next time,
we will have them over to our house soon!
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District Public Image Seminar
21 September 2019

K F Tam

participated at the District PI Seminar held on 21 September at Regal Hong Kong Hotel organized by the
District PI committee.
I 

2) People of Action, Photo Competition by PP Angela Hui
3) Workshop – Taking Action Photos by Professional 

Photographer, Mr. Sam Wong
4) Workshop – Making use of Social Media by Rtn. Bernie 

Wong
5) Workshop – Brand Image Building by Certified Image 

and Etiquette Master, Ms. Priscilla Chan

It is a whole day seminar with various workshops to enhance our knowledges on image building which contained
the following sessions:

1) Year plan, Focus & Resources by PP Grace Yan

It was a very interactive seminar with sharing, group works and
competitions. The workshop leaders encouraged us to share photos of
precious moments in Rotary events when we serve the community, enjoy
fellowship. They also shared with us on how to take action photos and the
District also launched the “People of Action Photo Competition“ in the
seminar. The PoA (People of Action) Award will take place in the upcoming
District Conference in May.
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16 September 2019

14 October 2019

VP Wilson Woo was the acting president
and presided over the Meeting. Sergeant
Danny collected happy box from him for
obvious reasons.

When District Governor-Elect and Orthopedic Surgeon Dr. Eric Chak
spoke on the very useful topic “Healthy Rotarian”, he peppered his talk
with some (prize-entitling) Q&A, showed various orthopedic problems
with graphic examples and suggested ways to maintaining physical
good health.

Vote of Thanks was aptly given
by the surgeon within RCTP, Dr.
Sally Luk.

Rtnn. May received the set of skin
products given out by PP Natalie: a
timely gift in the changing weather.

On the topic of Talking to the Post 80s, talented speaker Ms. Yuki WONG
asked candid questions to prick the audience’s brain how and why the post 80s
are shaped as they are. The “3 Ps” seem to outline the young people’s outlook
to life: Purpose, Promise and People. After her talk, we start to understand why
the young people take to travelling and frolic, speak or apply for leave by
WhatsApp rather than face to face, be transient with jobs … etc. quite different
from what we consider the orthodox practice.

PP Claire Mak tried
to emphasize a point
when she gave a
Vote of Thanks to
her young fellow
alumni.

PP Peter Lam gave a thorough
report on the Visit to joining the
71st Charter Anniversary of RC
Taipei and ancillary activities.

Upon winning the raffle
prize of a portable
essential oil dispenser
given out by PP Roger
and Rtnn. May, Rtn.
Danny Lau has a bit to
read up and learn how to
use it.

Welcome IPP Mark Weng (4th
left) from RC Singapore and
former member Caren Chan.



Date Time Event Venue

28 OCT
(MON)

7:00 p.m. Regular Meeting
Speaker: Dr. CK Wong (Neurologist)
Topic: Prevention of cerebrovascular disease 
and most updated therapies預防腦血管疾病及

最新治療

Fincher Room, KCC,
10 Cox’s Road, Jordan.

2 NOV
(SAT)

9:00 a.m. 2019-20 Rotary Foundation Seminar and 
Grant Management Seminar

Lecture Hall, Ho Sin 
Hang Campus, Baptist 
University.

2 NOV
(SAT)

7:00 p.m. CP Donald’s  Birthday Celebration Wanya Japanese 
Restaurant, 1/F, The L. 
Place, 139 Queen’s 
Road Central, Central.

10 NOV
(SUN)

11:30 a.m. Club Outing:
Tai O Cultural, Heritage Tour

Gather: Tung Chung 
MTR      Tai O Village,
Tai O Heritage Hotel

11 NOV
(MON)

7:00 p.m. Area 6 Joint Clubs Meeting
Speaker: Mr. Wong Kam Sing, GBS, JP
Secretary for the Environment 

Harbour Grand 
Kowloon, 20 Tak Fung 
Street, Whampoa 
Garden, Hunghom, 
Kowloon. 

18 NOV
(MON)

7:00 p.m. Regular Meeting
Speaker: Ms. Winki Ada Tang
Topic: 唱我所想 怎樣將一首歌變成自己想表達

的?

Fincher Room, KCC,
10 Cox’s Road, Jordan.
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September 2019

Perfect Attendance
ANTHONY HUNG, 
NATALIE KWOK
PETER LAM
DANNY LAU
SALLY LUK
CLAIRE MAK

14th
16th
23rd
31st

JACKY SUNG
CHARLES CHAN
RONALD CHUNG
SINCERE YIP

#rctaipo

The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit
articles for length and clarity.

Got Something to say?

SASHA CHU,
CM YU

Average attendance: 71%

ROGER SO,
KF TAM, 
LOUIS TANG, 
WILSON WOO, 
WILLIAM YIM 

CHRISTIE LIN ZHENG
(for 6 months)
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